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Xuan Zihan
Hello! I am Zi Han, your Head Chair of the ECOSOC at LSE 
YouthMUN 2021, and I read Philosophy, Politics, and Econom-
ics at UCL. I grew up in the Concession Française de Shang-
hai, and I have consistently represented France and China at 
conferences, thus my affinity with MUN! In my free time, I love 
traveling, watching Real Madrid matches, and hunting for the 
best Japanese ramen in town. I look forward to meeting every-
one soon and feel free to reach out if you have any questions! 

Hriiday Aggarwal
Hey guys! I am Hriiday (I know it is difficult to pronounce) from 
Mumbai, India. I am your Deputy Chair of the Economic and 
Social Council for LSE YouthMUN 2021. I am a first-year Eco-
nomics student, and this will be my third year participating in 
Model UN. I can truly say that MUN conferences are some of 
my most fond memories from high school. The rush of adrena-
line that one gets when suddenly there is a crisis in committee 
(be prepared for a few) is thrilling.

In my free time, I am either drinking or watching Netflix in bed.
Other than that, I would say that I love following Indian politics and financial markets. Re-
cently, I also started boxing, which is great fun. Since moving to London, you can find me 
exploring the city. 

I am very excited to meet all the delegates and I am also looking forward to helping any 
first-time MUNners (so don't worry if you are one). I hope there will be productive debates 
in committee, and everyone should be prepared for curveballs that could be thrown at 
them. Lastly, everyone needs to research the topic in detail to produce a comprehensive 
resolution that the topic needs.
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Letter	from	the	Chairs
Dear Delegates,

We are excited to welcome you to the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of Youth-
MUN 2021. As we are all aware, much has changed since the previous edition of Youth-
MUN. In this exceptionally challenging year, the world continues to battle against an invisi-
ble enemy and confront a crisis of a scale not seen since the horrors of World War II. At 
the same time, there has never been a greater need for collective solutions and solidarity 
in global governance, and we are confident that the simulation will, in its own way, contrib-
ute to a cause larger than ourselves.

In preparation for the conference, we hope that the following study guide will act as a 
springboard for you to carry out greater research for the topic of ‘Addressing Challenges 
to Free Trade and Multilateralism’. We look forward to meeting you (virtually) for a fulfilling 
debate in February! If you have any questions, feel free to contact us. 

Sincerely,

Xuan Zihan (xuanzihan1@gmail.com) 

Hriiday Aggarwal (H.Aggarwal2@lse.ac.uk)
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Introduction	to	the	Committee
The United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) is one of the six principal or-
gans of the United Nations, primarily responsible for “economic, social, cultural and health 
matters as well as human rights and fundamental freedoms”1. The committee is tasked by 
the United Nations to “promote higher standards of living, full employment, and economic 
and social progress”2.

Currently, ECOSOC has 54 member states distributed across various geographical re-
gions, which are elected for three-year terms by the General Assembly. To carry out its 
work, ECOSOC holds one four-week session annually, and also engages key policymak-
ers, businesses, academics, civil society, and youth in its partnerships3. In addition, the 
ECOSOC High-Level Political Forum reviews the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development.	

Resolutions require a simple majority to pass, and all member states have equal voting 
rights with each member state receiving one vote. 

Introduction	to	the	Topic			 	 	

As a new decade arrives, the world is witness to unprecedented challenges to the global 
economy, especially the key principles of free trade and multilateralism. With populist senti-
ments fueling the tides of protectionism and the pandemic exposing the fragility and vul-
nerability of trade dependency, UN member states are increasingly turning inwards in their 
economic policymaking and aiming towards self-sufficiency. In addition, with geo-strategic 
tensions and rivalries between major power blocs at an all-time high, trade and financial 
instruments are increasingly weaponised as means of unilaterally advancing national inter-
est, often at the expense of international cooperation. Collectively, such challenges call for 
a global response that ECOSOC and its member states are well-placed to initiate, if not im-
plement.

1 Economic and Social Council Documentation. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://research.un.org/en/docs/ecosoc#:~:text=The%20Economic%20and%20Social%20Council,the%20UN%20Charter%20concern%20ECO
SOC.

2 BRIEF I. ECOSOC mandates and evolution of functions. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.un.org/ecosoc/sites/www.un.org.ecosoc/files/files/en/2020doc/BRIEF%20I_ECOSOC%20mandates%20and%20evolution%20of%
20functions_FINAL.pdf 

3 About Us. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.un.org/ecosoc/en/about-us
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History	of	the	Topic
In recent years, the world has seen mounting challenges to the principles of free trade and 
multilateralism, which have served as crucial underpinnings of global trade since 1945. 
Across many of the world’s largest economies, there is an increasing policy shift towards 
protectionism and unilateralism. In general, protectionism refers to the economic policy of 
shielding domestic industries from foreign competition, through a variety of tariff and non-
tariff barriers, while unilateralism is a broader concept that may include any kind of one-
sided action. 

Since taking office in 2017, former US president Donald Trump actively rode the waves of 
populist sentiment, pursuing an ‘America-first’ agenda in order to supposedly protect local 
employment and reduce US trade deficit with its trading partners. The Trump administra-
tion’s unilateral withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement in 2017 
and its renegotiation of the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) until 2020 served 
as tangible indicators of an increased willingness to cast doubt on, if not abandon, free 
trade as an engine of economic growth and development. Even more notably, the US and 
China have imposed tit-for-tat protectionist measures on each other in an escalating trade 
war that has yet to be fully resolved, with the US slapping tariffs on US$550 billion worth 
of Chinese products, and China responding with tariffs on US$185 billion worth of US 
goods up to the current date4. 

The impact of such developments has been significant but uneven across different re-
gions. On one hand, there has been a greater willingness by businesses to relocate manu-
facturing facilities outside China, with the Bank of America labelling the trade war as a 
“blessing in disguise” for stimulating inward investment in neighbouring countries such as 
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Indonesia5. On the other hand, the positive effects may 
be overshadowed by the adverse effects of distorted production chains on trade-
dependent hubs such as Singapore, Malaysia, and South Korea. Furthermore, it has been 
argued that being “highly dependent on global trade and capex”, Europe will likely suffer 
the clearest damage from the trade war, with limited “domestic policy levers” to compen-
sate for falling exports with domestic activity6.

4

4Wong, D., & Koty, A. C. (2020, August 25). The US-China Trade War: A Timeline. Retrieved from 
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/the-us-china-trade-war-a-timeline/

5Johnson, S. (2018, December 3). Trump’s trade war: Which of China’s neighbours are set to profit? Retrieved from 
https://www.ft.com/content/7c007258-dac6-11e8-b173-ebef6ab1374a

6 Ward, K., & Juvyns, V. (2019, July). 2019 investment outlook: Mid-year update. Retrieved from 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/content/dam/jpm-am-aem/emea/regional/en/insights/market-insights/mi-mid-year-outlook-ce-en.pdf

https://am.jpmorgan.com/content/dam/jpm-am-aem/emea/regional/en/insights/market-insights/mi-mid-year-outlook-ce-en.pdf
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Similarly, in the 2019 UK General Election, British prime minister Boris Johnson actively ap-
pealed to voters in industrial heartlands with promises of increased state aid, more strin-
gent rules against foreign takeovers, and more plans to buy British7, while supporters of 
Brexit characterised the European Union (EU) as a ‘protectionist racket’ that unfairly pro-
vides subsidies in the agricultural sectors and imposes non-tariff barriers on imports8. In 
fact, the EU itself has been embroiled in bitter trade disputes with the US, as exemplified 
by American insistence to maintain “15% tariffs on Airbus aircraft and 25% tariffs on more 
than 100 European products”9. In a major speech made in 2018, EU Trade Commissioner 
Cecelia Malmström asserted that the EU “had no choice but to respond” to US actions, or 
risk “walk[ing] away from” the rules-based order that has governed global trade since the 
Second World War10. Evidently, such examples demonstrate that economic protectionism 
is increasingly normalised and adopted as a potentially desirable instrument in the strate-
gic arsenal of a country. 

In line with this, objections have also sharpened against the multilateral trading system, of 
which the World Trade Organisation (WTO) takes primary responsibility. The dispute settle-
ment mechanism of the WTO is particularly notable, with the WTO having issued over 350 
rulings 11 on crucial cases, such as when it confirmed the EU right to retaliate against $4 
billion of US imports in the 2019 EU-US Boeing subsidy case12. However, the WTO has ex-
perienced severe crises in the past year, as the US has blocked the appointment of new 
judges to the WTO’s Appellate Body owing to concerns over sovereignty, thus depriving 
the body of the “quorum necessary to hear appeals” and “enforc[e] multilateral trade 
rules”13. 

More importantly, it has been argued that underlying this increasing disregard of multilater-
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7 Evans, E. (2019, November 29). Johnson Tries ‘Trumpian Protectionism’ to Woo Labour Brexit Vote. Retrieved from 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-29/boris-johnson-s-brexit-vision-takes-a-protectionist-turn

8 Walker, A. (2018, May 30). Is the European Union a 'protectionist racket'? Retrieved from 
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-44291103#:~:text=When%20it%20comes%20to%20trade,and%20protecting%20its%20own%20produc
ers.&text=The%20EU%20does%20certainly%20have,the%20cost%20of%20imported%20goods

9 EU trade bodies slam US decision to retain tariffs. (2020, August 13). Retrieved from 
https://www.dw.com/en/us-tariffs-eu-products/a-54548656

10 Chase, P., Sparding, P., & Mukai, Y. (2018, October 17). Consequences of US trade policy on EU-US trade relations and the global trading sys-
tem. Retrieved from https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/603882/EXPO_STU(2018)603882_EN.pdf

11 Dispute settlement. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_e.htm

12 Boeing subsidy case: World Trade Organization confirms EU right to retaliate against $4 billion of U.S. imports. (2020, October 13). Retrieved 
from https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=2192

13 The World Trade Organization: The Appellate Body Crisis. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.csis.org/programs/scholl-chair-international-business/world-trade-organization-appellate-body-crisis
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alism is a loss of confidence, in the US and around the world in general, of the ability of 
the multilateral trading system to deliver “mutually acceptable and mutually beneficial out-
comes”14.

The headwinds of anti-globalisation continue to be exacerbated by the Covid-19 pan-
demic that has swept across the world in 2020. The combination of immediate trade and 
travel restrictions, national lockdowns, and long-term uncertainty, have resulted in a nose-
dive of international trade, as Figure 1 clearly highlights.

Figure 1: Regional Trade Trends in early 2020 (Q1 and April)15

Given such challenging humanitarian and geopolitical conditions, it is up to ECOSOC and 
its member states to navigate a way forward and address the dual challenges to free trade 
and multilateralism.
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14 Olson, S. (2020, September 1). The Trade Horizon in 2020: Big Issues Beyond US-China. Retrieved from 
https://www.wita.org/blogs/the-trade-horizon-in-2020-big-issues-beyond-us-china/

15 Global Trade Update. (2020, June). Retrieved from https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ditcmisc2020d2_en.pdf
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Discussion	of	the	Topic
Supply Chain Disruption

In an interconnected world, global supply chains have been especially important in con-
necting individual economies to the international market. In an ideal scenario, international 
trade allows countries to specialise based on their comparative advantage and derive 
other raw materials and intermediate and final goods from their trading partners, thus maxi-
mising overall economic gain. 

However, the Covid-19 pandemic has not only disrupted the smooth functioning of global 
supply chains, but also compelled countries to rethink their supply chain vulnerabilities 
and trade dependency on others. For example, the undersecretary of defense for acquisi-
tion and sustainment in the US Department of Defence emphasised the importance of sup-
ply chain security, especially key industrial and pharmaceutical sectors16. In particular, the 
shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE) in many countries has exposed the down-
sides of an over-reliance on foreign and offshore production17, with the US passing the 
Buy American Medical Supply Chain Act in May 2020 to protect its Strategic National 
Stockpile and the UK looking towards the “repatriation” of “key manufacturing 
capabilities”18. 

However, investing in supply chain resiliency is easier said than done, given the added im-
mediate costs and the lack of immediate benefits19. More scathingly, critics have also ex-
pressed concern that such inward-looking actions will likely backfire, since “there is no al-
ternative to international trade given the integrated nature of global manufacturing” and “a 
spiral of retaliation could disrupt world productive capacity”20  severely. Given such ten-
sions, the Council has to re-evaluate the nature of global supply chains, in order to miti-
gate economic damage and enhance economic stability. 
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16 Lopez, C. T. (2020, July 16). COVID-19 Pandemic Reveals Supply Chain Vulnerability. Retrieved from 
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2276540/covid-19-pandemic-reveals-supply-chain-vulnerability/

17 Bai, G., Dai, T., & Rajgopal, S. (2020, July 25). The PPE supply chain is a black box—that needs to change. Retrieved from 
https://fortune.com/2020/07/25/ppe-supply-chain-national-security/

18 Pladson, K. (2020, May 22). UK seeks to end reliance on Chinese imports. Retrieved from 
https://www.dw.com/en/uk-seeks-to-end-reliance-on-chinese-imports/a-53527512

19 Serhan, Y., & Gilsinan, K. (2020, April 24). Can the West Actually Ditch China? Retrieved from 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/us-britain-dependence-china-trade/610615/

20 Baldwin, R., & Freeman, R. (2020, May 22). Trade conflict in the age of Covid-19. Retrieved from 
https://voxeu.org/article/trade-conflict-age-covid-19
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Escalating Protectionism

Over the past few years, there has been an exponential increase in trade disputes between 
countries, such as between US and China as well as China and India, due to the rise of 
protectionism and populism seen across the world. Therefore, the issue of trade conflicts 
due to the shift in political priorities in various countries across the world should be one 
that the committee needs to address urgently.

Notably, there has been a surge in protectionist measures against China by the West, as 
seen by the US-China Trade War and even the EU possibly imposing sanctions or restric-
tions on China. Beyond the imposition of tariffs by the US on Chinese goods, Europe has 
also airmed to reduce its ‘deep trade and investment ties it has developed with Beijing in 
recent decades’. Beyond the major powers, other countries are also “pulling up the draw-
bridges”21, concerned by the increasing shortcomings of economic integration. In fact, 
one of the biggest blows to economic integration has been Brexit and subsequently an in-
crease in popularity of other such moves like ‘Frexit’.

Moreover, the European Union, who have been actively advocating for free trade over the 
past decades, are starting to adopt several protectionist measures that have been nega-
tively impacting countries in the developing world. Some of the EU policies like large tariffs 
on non-EU member sugar producers and the ban of the import of palm oil, are protecting 
their local industries at the expense of developing countries in Southeast Asia like Malay-
sia and Indonesia22. These protectionist measures not only reduce the export revenues of 
these countries but also result in less choice and higher prices for consumers. 

There have been glimmers of hope recently, with the electoral victory of President-Elect 
Joe Biden in the USA and the signing of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partner-
ship, a trade deal between 15 countries in the Asia Pacific Region including Australia and 
New Zealand. However, there is still great uncertainty on the future of global free trade.

As such, the Council should propose and evaluate ways to address the myriad of trading 
disputes that have arisen between major powers, taking into account the rights of individ-
ual member states to pursue their own economic priorities and policies but also the need 
to maintain a stable, rules-based, and mutually beneficial global economic ecosystem.
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21 Johnson, K., & Gramer, R. (2020, May 14). The Great Decoupling. Retrieved from 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/05/14/china-us-pandemic-economy-tensions-trump-coronavirus-covid-new-cold-war-economics-the-great-deco
upling/

22 Kobo, Y. (2019, May 19). How the European Union's protectionism is hurting developing economies. Retrieved from 
https://www.trtworld.com/opinion/how-the-european-union-s-protectionism-is-hurting-developing-economies-26771
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Weaponisation of Trade Instruments

The weaponisation of trade instruments, a concept proposed by Rebecca Harding and 
Jack Harding, suggests that “the character of trade has changed from an implicit tool of 
coercion to the explicit means through which foreign policy objectives are achieved”23. In 
fact, trade policy is a question not merely of economic gain, but one that is consistently in-
tertwined with broader strategic and geopolitical goals24. 

For example, in the 2017 US National Security Strategy, upholding the “American princi-
ples of reciprocity, free markets, free trade” is a prerequisite for securing American “eco-
nomic and security interests”25. Similarly, the UK’s post-Brexit trade landscape is invaria-
bly tied to notions of national “sovereignty” and the ability to extract the UK from EU laws 
and regulations26. Furthermore, in the 2019 trade dispute between Japan and South Ko-
rea, the export restrictions were in part attributed to national security concerns, with Ja-
pan’s worry that sensitive material could be used for military purposes and South Korea’s 
characterisation of the Japanese move as “politically-motivated, disguised restriction on 
trade”27. This dispute has resulted in Japan banning the export of three key components 
for the production of semiconductors and memory chips to South Korea. Given that they 
supply 90% of smartphone screens and 60% of memory chips to the world, this could 
lead to severe impacts on multinational corporations like Apple and Huawei and global 
supply chains as a whole28.

While trade policy is the prerogative of individual states, the increasing willingness to ex-
ploit trade instruments to gain a competitive advantage over others, has serious ramifica-
tions for the global economy. For example, the Trump administration’s proposed ban on 
Chinese apps Tik Tok and Wechat in 2020 is only the tip of the iceberg of a more profound 
‘decoupling’ between the world’s two largest economies, that can affect “every large indus
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23 Harding, R. (2017, November). The Weaponisation of Trade. Retrieved from 
https://cib.db.com/insights-and-initiatives/flow/the_weaponization_of_trade.htm

24 Cliffe, J. (2020, October). US-China economic integration shaped the world, but now it is going in reverse. Retrieved from 
https://www.newstatesman.com/world/2020/10/us-china-economic-integration-shaped-today-s-world-now-it-going-reverse

25 National Security Strategy of the United States of America. (2017, December). Retrieved from 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905.pdf

26 LYDGATE, E., ROLLO, J., & WILKINSON, R. (2016, September). THE UK TRADE LANDSCAPE AFTER BREXIT. Retrieved from 
https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/2017/01/Briefing-paper-2.pdf

27  Keaten, J. (2020, July 29). South Korea-Japan trade fight moves to global dispute panel. Retrieved from 
https://apnews.com/article/global-trade-seoul-technology-south-korea-japan-35b09834d5fbf2e963865deb2733ca45

28 Unay, S. (2019, September 26). Asia-Pacific trade wars: How Japan and Korea have embraced protectionism. Retrieved from 
https://www.trtworld.com/opinion/asia-pacific-trade-wars-how-japan-and-korea-have-embraced-protectionism-30135
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try” and lead to severely “disrupted supply chains”29. 

Through a “complete reorganisation of a large chunk of the world’s production”30, the 
world risks the possibility of a “global depression”, with surveys by the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Asian Development Bank (ADB) and In-
stitute of International Finance (IIF) revealing a protracted economic downturn, showing 
that “global GDP will slump far more deeply in 2020 than it did after the global financial cri-
sis of 2009”31. 

Such a broader trade war, involving explicitly punitive measures and aggressive intentions, 
is already in the midst of making. In the technological realm, the fight over the future of Chi-
nese telecommunications company Huawei, with US, UK, and China at the forefront, is 
likely to affect the 5G technology market, which is set to “create more than 22 million jobs 
worldwide and generate $13.2 trillion worth of economic output annually”32. 

Beyond that, there are also signs of an “embryonic move”33 towards financial decoupling. 
For example, the Hong Kong Autonomy Act, passed by the US congress in 2020, imposes 
sanctions on foreign officials and entities responsible for eroding Hong Kong’s freedoms. 
Furthermore, the US has threatened to delist Chinese companies, toughening audits on 
firms from “non-cooperative jurisdictions”34. In response, countries such as Russia and 
China are promoting the use of their own banking systems and infrastructure, challenging 
the dollar’s role in international finance35. 

Collectively, such weaponisation of trade and financial instruments, coupled with a possi-
bly irreversible move towards decoupling, may constitute the first symptoms of a new
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29 Rachman, G. (2020, August 17). The decoupling of the US and China has only just begun. Retrieved from 
https://www.ft.com/content/9000d2b0-460f-4380-b5de-cd7fdb9416c8

30 Weber, I. (2020, September 11). Could the US and Chinese economies really 'decouple'? Retrieved from 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/11/us-china-global-economy-donald-trump

31 Rowley, A. (2020, September 21). US-China decoupling: A global depression is surely a bigger threat than China. Retrieved from 
https://www.scmp.com/comment/opinion/article/3102277/us-china-decoupling-global-depression-surely-bigger-threat-china

32 Sukri, A. (2020, August 4). From trade to TikTok: How US-China decoupling affects everyone. Retrieved from 
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2020/8/4/from-trade-to-tiktok-how-us-china-decoupling-affects-everyone

33 Herrero, A. G. (2020, February). From globalization to deglobalization: Zooming into trade. Retrieved from 
https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Globalization-desglobalization.pdf

34 TAKITA, Y. (2020, September 7). US-China tensions intensify as Trump pursues financial decoupling. Retrieved from 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Comment/US-China-tensions-intensify-as-Trump-pursues-financial-decoupling 

35 Prasad, E. (2019, September). Has the dollar lost ground as the dominant international currency? Retrieved from 
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DollarInGlobalFinance.final_.9.20.pdf
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Cold War that seriously jeopardises the fruits of economic integration. Given this danger, 
the Council has to evaluate solutions to renew international cooperation in advancing so-
cial and economic progress. 

Sustainable and Inclusive Development

According to the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), sustainable de-
velopment is defined as the development that meets the need of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs36. Thus, the world 
needs to adopt measures that ensure that resources remain available for future genera-
tions.

The UN has adopted the goal of achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 
and its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), that sets targets for areas such as pov-
erty, healthcare and education. As a key body responsible for the achievement of the 2030 
UNSDGs, the Council will consider the need for reform of the international trading regime, 
in order to achieve sustainable and inclusive economic development, and alleviate perva-
sive poverty and rising inequality37. 

The WTO has shown data demonstrating the way implementation of free trade could help 
achieve these goals, for example claiming that the removal of subsidies in the agricultural 
sector (like the ones the EU has implemented for European farmers, which negatively af-
fects incomes of African farmers), would remove the distortion in the market, increasing 
competitiveness. This could benefit consumers and producers and achieve food security, 
resulting in the achievement of SDG 2. Moreover, free trade can help reduce unemploy-
ment and thus poverty, as seen by the figures of the World Bank, where extreme poverty 
has been cut in half from 1990 till 2015 and the number of Less Economically Developed 
Countries (LEDCs) contributing to world trade has increased from them contributing 33% 
in 2000 to 48% in 201538.. 

However, there are arguments against free trade and its negative impact on issues such as 
climate change, the environment, and sustainable development in general. For example, 
while the global agricultural industry has expanded due to trade, it has resulted in defores-
tation, biodiversity loss and excessive uses of fertilizers and pesticides (causing issues like
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38 Shen, S. (2018, February 6). Trade and Sustainable Development: Friend or Foe? Retrieved from 
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water contamination, excessive algae growth, etc.). There has been data from the World 
Bank and WTO also showing that trade can result in an increase in industrial production, 
thus consequently an increase in CO2 emissions. Finally, there is a fear that trade could re-
sult in an increase in the interdependence of countries, making each of them more vulner-
able to supply shocks like seen during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Therefore, the committee needs to decide on a way to employ trade as a means to 
achieve the SDGs in the real world. 

Bloc	Positions
United States of America

Over the past 4 years of his presidency, Trump has delivered on some of these protection-
ist promises, for example by withdrawing from the TPP in January 2017, renegotiating the 
terms of NAFTA with Canada and Mexico, and replacing it with the new trade deal known 
as ‘United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA)’, coming in effect from July 2020. 
Furthermore, there has been a trade war between the US and China from 2018 to 2019 
with the US imposing tariffs on more than $360 billion worth of Chinese goods and China 
imposing tariffs on US goods of $110 billion. 

Despite the election of Democrat candidate Joe Biden, it does not seem at the moment 
that the anti-China policies would differ under his presidency. He has said that he will take 
a hard stance against China and even most members of his party want him to sustain this 
sceptical position China. Thus, it is unlikely that the trade barriers imposed could be re-
moved anytime soon39. This dispute has had a great negative impact on both countries, ar-
guably having impacted the US more than China. Data has shown that the trade war has 
cost, as of September 2019, in excess of 300,000 jobs in the country and cost 0.3% of 
real GDP. Estimates have shown that this dispute will cost the US economy $316 billion by 
the end of this year40. 

The USMCA or as it is called ‘NAFTA 2.0’ is seen to be quite similar to the original trade 
deal with a few changes relating to the dairy and automobile sectors. This deal has not yet 
worsened relationships among the three countries and evidence has actually revealed that 
trade with Mexico and Canada has increased due to these negotiations and the trade war.
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to protect the environment, as seen by his administration’s rolling back on over 125 envi-
ronmental rules during his tenure41. Meanwhile, President-elect Biden has struck a differ-
ent tone, having proposed plans to help curb climate change and implement policies to 
gradually reduce the use of fossil fuels42. 

United Kingdom

Prime Minister Boris Johnson was the face of the ‘Leave’ campaign during the 2016 Brexit 
Referendum. His campaign was the one that won and the UK voted to leave the European 
Union on June 23, 2016. After several negotiations, the UK has officially left the EU in Janu-
ary 2020 with a 11 month transition period. The negotiations for a deal are still happening 
between the two parties but they are incredibly close to one right now, with the deadline 
looming close43. At the same time, the UK has been negotiating deals with other countries 
like Canada44 and India. Johnson has also described post-Brexit UK to be ‘the catalyst for 
free trade across the world’45. 

Johnson has also demonstrated himself to be a proponent of sustainable development 
with the release of his 10-point action plan which includes plans to ban the sale of petrol 
and diesel cars by 2030, for a green recovery to achieve the UK's net zero emission target 
by 205046.  Although his plan has come under criticism for not being enough as compared 
to other European countries like Germany and France, which have dedicated more capital 
to achieve such goals. However, the UK is clearly committed to achieving sustainable de-
velopment and is taking the tangible steps towards this. 

European Union (EU)

The official line of the EU has been that it is “one of the most outward-oriented economies
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41 Trump’s climate legacy, Biden’s environmental future. (2020, November 20). Retrieved from 
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42 Welch, C., & Gibbens, S. (2020, October 19). Trump vs. Biden on the environment—here’s where they stand. Retrieved from 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/10/trump-vs-biden-environment-heres-where-they-stand/

43 Boffey, D. (2020, November 20). Brexit deal close to being finalised, EU ambassadors told. Retrieved from 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-ambassadors-told

44 UK, Canada could announce free trade deal within days. (2020, November 19). Retrieved from 
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2020/11/19/uk-canada-could-announce-free-trade-deal-within-days 
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45 Sunde, J. (2020, February 7). Boris Johnson: ‘Free trade needs a global champion’. Retrieved from 
https://www.acton.org/publications/transatlantic/2020/02/07/boris-johnson-free-trade-needs-global-champion

46  Hook, L., Pickard, J., & Thomas, N. (2020, November 19). Green plan ‘far cry’ from hitting UK’s net zero targets. Retrieved from 
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in the world”, with foreign trade now accounting for “over 30% of the EU’s Gross Domes

tic Product”47.  Free movement of goods in the single market, coupled with “the abolition 
of customs duties, quantitative restrictions on trade and equivalent measures, and the es-
tablishment of a common external tariff for the Union”48, is one of the key principles en-
shrined in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. Furthermore, in the past 
two years alone, the EU has “completed trade agreements with Japan, Singapore, Viet-
nam, and the Mercosur states”49. Lastly, on preserving the world trade system, the EU has 
played a crucial role “as the primary interlocutor with the US” on WTO reform, “tabling a 
series of proposals to the body that have secured the support of China, India, and other 
significant non-Western WTO members”50. These developments reflect the EU’s broadly 
supportive stance towards free trade and multilateralism. 

That said, the EU has also been subject to criticism for its protectionist policies. For exam-
ple, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) allegedly provides “unfair competitive advan-
tages in terms of global exports and trade”51, with “significantly higher rates, wide tariff 
range, use of non-ad valorem tariff rates, and use of tariff quotas”52. Furthermore, the 
trade disruptions as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic have fuelled arguments in favour of 
“breaking up global value chains and reshoring production closer to home”53, which may 
adversely affect the EU’s willingness to engage in free trade in the future. Lastly, without 
the UK’s position as a counter-weight, the EU’s principal members, France and Germany, 
are more confident in “protect[ing] national champions against threats from China and the 
US”, suggesting an “increasingly protectionist economic trajectory”54. In fact, the new 
President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen and Phil Hogan, the new 
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48 Blandin, L., Maciejewski, M., & Ratcliff, C. (2020, August). Free movement of goods. Retrieved from 
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49 Porčnik, T. (2020, February 17). The EU should keep pursuing international free trade. Retrieved from 
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50 Dworkin, A., & Gowan, R. (2019, June 25). Rescuing multilateralism. Retrieved from https://ecfr.eu/publication/rescuing_multilateralism/

51 Freitas, L. S. (2019, November 4). THE EUROPEAN UNION AS A SPECIFIC CASE OF ECONOMIC PROTECTIONISM. Retrieved from 
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52 Matthews, A. (2020, February 24). The protective effect of EU agricultural tariffs. Retrieved from 
http://capreform.eu/the-protective-effect-of-eu-agricultural-tariffs/

53 Baldwin, R. E., & Evenett, S. J. (2020, April). COVID-19 and Trade Policy: Why Turning Inward Won’t Work. Retrieved from 
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trade commissioner, have set themselves the task to ‘Make Europe stronger on the global 
stage’55, adopting stricter measures to protect local industries from foreign takeovers and 
even imposing sanctions on other countries in response to trade barriers.

Russia

Russia is a member of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) along with Armenia, Belarus, 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and is similar to the EU. It is a single market for 180 million 
people and has a combined GDP of over $5 trillion. Furthermore, Russia is in talks of sign-
ing Free Trade Agreements with India and Israel 56 57. These potentially reflect a favourable 
position towards free trade. However, at the same time, due to the political tensions be-
tween Russia and Ukraine, the FTA between the countries was cancelled 58. Russian Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin has also imposed protectionist measures to protect Russian farmers 
from their American competitors but this has been seen to be detrimental to Russian con-
sumers, increasing food prices leading to an extra $6.9 billion USD a year59. 

On the US-China trade war, Putin expressed support for China and President Xi Jinping 
during his visit to Moscow, arguing that unbridled economic egoism is “a path to endless 
conflicts, trade wars and maybe not just trade wars” and “a path to battles without rules 
that pit everyone against everyone else.60” Such support could indicate the possibility of 
an alliance between the two countries in the future. 

Recently, Putin has approved and issued a decree for Russia’s development goals to be 
set to achieve by 2030, that would help the country achieve a few of the UN SDGs. For ex-
ample, he wants to half the production of harmful emissions and better healthcare to
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increase life expectancy61.

China

“Openness enables a country to move forward, while seclusion holds it back,” said Chi-
nese President Xi Jinping at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum62. In recent 
years, China has been one of the most vocal promoters of free trade. In fact, the recent 
signing of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), which accounts for 
nearly “30% of the world's population” and “28% of global trade”63, is “regarded by many 
as a China-backed alternative to the TPP, a proposed deal that excluded China but in-
cluded many Asian countries”64. Furthermore, Xi has expressed interest in signing more 
FTAs with other countries as well and wants to continue the process of economic integra-
tion with the world. However, at the same time, the country is going through disputes with 
some of the largest economies in the world. The US and China like mentioned before are 
engaged in a trade dispute with no horizon of it ending. Moreover, India and China are also 
not at the best of terms with tensions at their borders and India’s decision against joining 
the RCEP. There is also a fear of the EU reconsidering its trade relationship with the 
country. 

According to the World Economic Forum, China is leading the world in sustainable devel-
opment65. There is a shift to renewable sources of energy, leading the world in wind, solar 
and geothermal energy. They have reduced their coal consumption dramatically from 74% 
of energy usage in 2006 to 58% in 2018. Xi has also described sustainable development 
to be the ‘golden key’ to solving the world’s problems66. 
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However, there has been significant criticism of the poverty levels and working conditions 
in China. Although there has been a reduction in the number of people living in extreme 
poverty, the living standards continue to be poor67. 

At the same time, there has been mounting Western criticism over the way in which the 
Muslim Uyghur ethnic minority population are treated in China, with President-Elect Joe Bi-
den describing it to be a genocide68. These demonstrate that perhaps China is not com-
pletely committed to sustainable and inclusive development.

Questions	a	Resolution	Should	Address
1. To what extent has free trade and multilateralism benefited the global economy?

2. What is ECOSOC’s role in addressing challenges to free trade and multilateralism?

3. How can ECOSOC play a constructive role in promoting free trade and multilateralism?

4. How can ECOSOC play a constructive role in addressing global supply chain disruption 
and the weaponization of trade instruments? 

5. How can ECOSOC contribute to the achievement of the 2030 UN Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals?

6. How should ECOSOC address current trade wars?

7. How can ECOSOC establish contingency measures to mitigate damage from future cri-
ses like the pandemic?
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